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In an asymmetric multislit interference experiment, a quanton is more likely to pass through certain
slits than some others. In such a situation one may be able to predict which slit a quanton is more
likely to go through, even without using any path-detecting device. This allows one to talk of path
predictability. It has been shown earlier that for a two-slit interference, the predictability and fringe
visibility are constrained by the inequality P2 +V2 ≤ 1. Generalizing this relation to the case of
more than two slits is still an unsolved problem. A new definition for predictability for multi-slit
interference is introduced. It is shown that this predictability and quantum coherence follow a duality
relation P2 +C2 ≤ 1, which saturates for all pure states. For the case of two slits, this relation reduces
to the previously known one.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Bohr’s principle of complementarity [1], also com-
monly referred to as wave-particle duality, has been un-
der research attention for over severaldecades. The basic
idea is that wave nature and particle nature are two as-
pects of a quanton, which cannot be observed at the same
time. If an experiment fully reveals the particle nature
of a quanton, it will completely hide its wave nature,
and vice-versa. A two-slit interference experiment, car-
ried out with photons or massive particles, provides an
ideal setting to study the principle of complementarity.
In such an experiment, the interference is the obvious
signature of the wave nature of the quanton. If one is
able to acquire knowledge about which of the two slits
the quanton went through, in a particular case, one may
say that the quanton behaved like a particle, as it went
throughonlyone slit and andnot throughboth, as awave
would do. Starting from Bohr’s idea that an experiment
can only reveal either wave nature or particle nature, one
can try to go further by asking, can one partially observe
both wave and particle natures at the same time? In
other words, can an experiment which only partially re-
veals (say) the particle nature of a quanton, also partially
reveal its wave nature? In order to address such a ques-
tion, one has to first introduce quantitative measures of
wave and particle natures. From the preceding discus-
sion, one may consider the sharpness of interference as
a measure of wave nature, and the amount of knowl-
edge, regarding which slit the quanton went through,
may quantify the particle nature.
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The first attempt to state the principle of complemen-
tarity in a quantitative manner was made by Wootters
and Zurek [2] where they analyzed the effect of intro-
ducing a path-detecting device in a two-slit interference
experiment. This work was later extended by Englert
who derived a wave-particle duality relation [3]
D2 +V2 ≤ 1, (1)
where D is path distinguishability, a measure of the
particle nature, and V the visibility of interference, a
measure of wave nature. This inequality is saturated for
all pure states. This kind of wave-particle duality has
also been studied using various other approaches [4, 5].
However, there is another way in which the issue
of wave-particle duality has been extensively studied,
without introducing a which-way measuring, or path-
detecting device. The idea is that if the two paths, corre-
sponding to the quanton passing through the two slits,
have a priori different probabilities, one could predict
which of the two paths the quanton might have taken,
with a successwhich ismore than a fifty percent random
guess. This line of thought was pioneered by Green-
berger and Yasin [6], and followed up by Jaeger, Shimoni
and Vaidmann [7], which resulted in a different kind of
duality relation
P2 +V2 ≤ 1, (2)
where P is a path-predictability, andV the visibility of
interference. If one canpredict the path of the quanton in
a nontrivial manner, one can argue that there is a certain
degree of particle nature associated with the quanton.
The fringe visibility quantifies its wave nature, as in the
previous case. The inequality (2) has also been referred
to as wave-particle duality relation, but it is very differ-
ent from (1), and corresponds to a completely different
scenario.
2The duality relation of the first kind (1) has also been
generalized to the case of interference involving more
than two slits [8–12]. As regards the duality relation of
the second kind (2), Jaeger, Shimoni and Vaidmann, at
the end of their paper [7], had proposed that this duality
relation, involving path predictability, should also be ex-
tendable to the case of n slits. There has been substantial
effort towards generalizing the duality relation (2), in-
volving path predictability, to the multi-slit case [13–15].
Although predictability and visibility may be defined in
various ways, Dürr [13] had proposed certain criteria,
on some physical grounds, which any new predictabil-
ity and visibility should satisfy. For example, one criteria
for any visibility is that it should be possible to define the
visibility based only on the interference pattern, without
referring to the density matrix of the quanton. A com-
pletely satisfactory result for n-slit interference has not
been obtained yet in this regard. This is the question we
have addressed in this work.
II. WAVE-PARTICLE DUALITY IN N-SLIT
INTERFERENCE
Dürr carried out a detailed analysis of predictability
and visibility for multi-path interference, and proposed
some general criteria which any new measure of pre-
dictability and visibility should satisfy [13]. One notable
point of Dürr’s analysis was that he believed that any
new duality relation should become an equality for all
pure states. Englert took a slightly different approach
which relaxed the criterion that the duality relation be
saturated for all pure states [15].
A. Wave nature: generalized visibility
The first step is to introduced a new generalized visi-
bility which would be suitable for a n-path interference.
It has been argued before that a recently introducedmea-
sure of quantum coherence, in context of quantum infor-
mation theory, can be a good measure of wave nature
[9]. The normalized coherence is defined as [9]
C ≡ 1
n − 1
∑
j,k
|ρ jk |, (3)
where ρ jk are the matrix elements of the density opera-
tor of the quanton in a particular basis. This coherence
is based on the coherence measure introduced by Baum-
gratz, Cramer, Plenio in a seminal paper [16]. In the
context of multi-path interference, the basis states are
the states of the quanton corresponding to its passing
through various slits. It has been further demonstrated
that this coherence can be experimentally measured in
a multi-slit interference experiment [17]. Coherence C
also satisfiesDürr’s criteria for a good visibility [17]. This
makes coherence C as a good candidate for the general-
ized visibility. In another development, Bagan et al. [18]
connected the wave nature of a quanton to a property
called group asymmetry, which is related to coherence.
Using this they derived a duality relation between path
knowledge of a quanton, and its group asymmetry. For
our purpose, we will confine ourselves to coherence C.
It is interesting to compare C with the generalized
visibility introduced by Dürr [13]
V  ©­«
n
n − 1
∑
j
∑
k, j
|ρ jk |2ª®¬
1/2
. (4)
As one can see, Dürr’s visibility is very close to C. For
the case of two slits (n  2), both C and Dürr’sV reduce
to the visibility defined by Greenberger and Yasin, i.e.,
V  2|ρ12 | [6].
B. Particle nature: path predictability
Nextwemoveon todefining thepathpredictability for
n-path interference. We start by looking at Greenberger
and Yasin’s path predictability for two slits [7]
P 
√
1 − 4ρ11ρ22 . (5)
It may be noted that if the second term in the square root
in the above equation is written as (∑ j,k √ρ j j√ρkk)2, the
factor of 4 emerges naturally. Taking cue from this, we
introduce the following path predictability for the case
of n paths,
P ≡
√√√
1 − ©­«
1
n − 1
∑
j,k
√
ρ j j
√
ρkk
ª®¬
2
, (6)
where the factor 1n−1 has been introduced to normalize
the second term inside the square root. For n  2, (6)
reduces to (5).
We list below, Dürr’s criteria for a good predictability
[13]:
(1)P should be a continuous function of the probabilities
ρ j j .
(2) If we know the quanton’s way for sure (i.e., ρ j j  1
for one beam, implying ρ j j  0 for all other beams), P
should reach its global maximum.
(3) If all ways are equally likely (i.e., all ρ j j  1/n), P
should reach its global minimum.
(4) Any change toward equalization of the probabilities
ρ11 , ρ22 , . . . , ρnn should decrease P. Thus if ρ11 < ρ22
and increase ρ11, decreasing ρ22 an equal amount so
that ρ11 and ρ22 are more nearly equal, then P should
decrease.
Now (6) represents a continuous function of various
probabilities ρi i . If (say) ρi i  1, and the rest are zero,
then (6) yields P  1. For ρi i  1/n for all i, (6) yields
3P  0. For the 4th condition, let us assume ρ11 < ρ22
and we increase
√
ρ11 by ǫ and decrease
√
ρ22 by ǫ. The
changed predictability is
P′ 
√√√
1 − ©­«
1
n − 1
∑
j,k
√
ρ j j
√
ρkk + 2ǫ(√ρ22 − √ρ11 − ǫ)ª®¬
2
,
(7)
Since ǫ is assumed to be smaller than
√
ρ22 −√ρ11, P′ <
P, and condition 4 is also satisfied by (6). Hence (6)
satisfies all of Dürr’s criteria for a good predictability.
C. Wave-particle duality
With our definitions of path predictability and gener-
alized visibility, or coherence, in place, we move on to
finding the bound that the two together should satisfy.
Using (13) and (6), we can write
P2 + C2  1 − ©­« 1n−1
∑
j,k
√
ρ j j
√
ρkk
ª®¬
2
+
©­« 1n−1
∑
j,k
|ρ jk |ª®¬
2
.
(8)
Let us concentrate on a principal 2x2 sub-matrix of ρ
given by
(
ρ j j ρ jk
ρk j ρkk
)
. Thismatrix is positive semi-definite,
and for any such matrix |ρ jk | ≤ √ρ j jρkk [19]. Using this
result, we can argue that for the two sums in the rhs
of (8), the number of terms in each are the same, and
each term in the first sum is greater than or equal to the
corresponding term in the second sum. Consequently,
the first sum is greater than or equal to the second sum.
Hence the rhs of (8) is less than or equal to 1. Thus we
can write the inequality
P2 + C2 ≤ 1. (9)
This is a new wave-particle duality relation involving
path predictability and quantum coherence.
Let us consider a quanton in a pure state
|ψ〉 
n∑
j1
c j |ψ j〉, (10)
where |ψ j〉 are the states corresponding to the particle
following the j’th path. Thus the states {|ψ j〉} are mutu-
ally orthogonal and normalized. For this pure states, the
density matrix elements are given by ρ j j  |c j |2 , |ρ jk | 
|c j | |ck |. For this case
− ©­« 1n−1
∑
j,k
√
ρ j j
√
ρkk
ª®¬
2
+
©­« 1n−1
∑
j,k
|ρ jk |ª®¬
2
 0, (11)
and the duality relation (9) becomes an equality
P2 + C2  1. (12)
Thus (9) represents a wave-particle duality relation for
n-path interference, which saturates for all pure quanton
states.
The expression for predictability (6), particularly for a
pure quanton state, looks interestingly similar to the ex-
pression for “path-distinguishability" proposed earlier
[10], namely,D 
√
1 −
(
1
n−1
∑
i, j |ci c j | |〈di |d j〉|
)2
, where
c j is the amplitude for the quanton to pass through the
j’th slit, and |d j〉’s are the normalized states of a path-
detecting device. Although the two are very different
experiments, one invloving an additional path-detecting
device, notice that if all |d j〉’s are identical to each other,
the expression for D reduces to the expression for P
given by (6). Now, the expression for D is related to the
maximal probability of unambiguouslydiscriminating be-
tween various |d j〉’s. For all identical |d j〉’s such prob-
ability becomes meaningless, and one does not know
what meaning can be assigned to D. Thus, one might
be tempted to conclude that the similarity between D
and P is accidental. However, we feel that there may be
some deeper physical meaning hidden in this similarity.
As of now, we are unable to draw any more conclusion
from this.
D. Specific cases
Now that we have the general duality relation (9)
which holds for arbitrary number of slits, let us look
at some particular cases. As mentioned earlier too,
for n  2, P  √1 − 4ρ11ρ22, and C  2|ρ12 |. These
expressions agree with the predictability and visibility
of Greenberger and Yasin [6]. Thus, for two slits, our
general duality relation (9) reduces to Greenberger and
Yasin’s duality relation (2).
For three-slit interference (n  3), the wave and parti-
cle measures take the following form
C  |ρ12 | + |ρ23 | + |ρ13 |,
P 
√
1 − (√ρ11√ρ22 + √ρ22√ρ33 + √ρ11√ρ33)2. (13)
The above relations hold true for both pure and mixed
density matrices of the particle, and may be contrasted
with similar relations in earlier works [13–15].
III. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a new definition of path pre-
dictability of a quanton in a n-path interference. We
have shown that this new path predictability and quan-
tum coherence follow an inequality P2 + C2 ≤ 1. This
inequality is saturated by all pure quanton states. This
should be considered a new wave-particle duality rela-
tion for n-path interference. For the special case of two
slits, this relation reduces to Greenberger and Yasin’s
well known relation.
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